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Abstract—In this paper we report on the strategies adopted to
model team rowing behavior for an in-door rowing training
system. This system allows athletes to train at in-door location
while preserving the main features of out-door rowing. This paper
focuses on the dynamic models employed to simulate out-door
rowing, as well as on the modeling of team behavior, in order to set
up visual feedback for team rowing training. These models are
employed for controlling the output in the virtual environment, in
particular for training the inter-rower synchronization in a team.
Index Terms—Biomechanics, dynamics, simulation, team
rowing, training.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of each professional rower is to win races. Often the
gap between the winning crew and the second one is less than a
couple of seconds, while the entire race lasts typically between 5
and 8 minutes. Hence, it is clear how small improvements are
important for winning a race, and that every factor determining
the overall performance should be taken into account during
rowing training. Many abilities underlie the rower‟s
performance: the fitness status of the athletes [13], their
technique, their intra- and inter-individual coordination, the
ability to manage their energy stocks, as well as their ability to
cope with a race [9, 12, 13].
Although rowing training protocols are mainly focused on the
rower‟s fitness status, rowing coaches and athletes have always
looked for the best technique, aiming at the most efficient stroke.
Technique is not the only issue for a winning crew: the
coordination of the teammates is equally important, and it may
become the main issue for a professional rowing team.
While the fitness status is continuously trained and checked,
technique and coordination analyses are mainly carried out in
out-door rowing, since the most employed in-door rowing
simulators do not allow the user to reproduce all the features of
the out-door rowing experience. Therefore, when the weather
conditions do not allow out-door training, it is not possible to
carry out a complete rowing training.
Moreover, technique and coordination analyses are mainly
based on films of outdoor performance, while a real time
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feedback is entrusted to the coach ability to detect the mistakes.
Such issues are the motivations for developing an in-door
system capable of a complete rowing training in real time: a
system that monitors, analyzes and gives feedback about the
user‟s technique, allows the user to train the coordination with
other teammates and allows him/her to cope with various
opponents race strategies.
The challenge of rowing training has been undertaken within
the SKILLS project [21], and it has been approached by means
of the SKILLS methodology: expert performances are analyzed
in order to understand what basic skills underlie the gesture. A
multimodal system is designed to transfer these abilities to
non-skilled users, while taking into account the capacity
differences between novices and experts.
Many questions arise with respect to accomplishing such a
task: what are the relevant variables to be captured, what are the
best perceptual channels to give suitable feedback to the user,
how should the appropriate training protocols for transferring
the expert‟s skills to the common user be developed.
After a short review of the existing rowing simulators and the
current training strategies, the system architecture of our
simulator is briefly presented. We then focus on (i) the dynamic
models employed for analyzing the user performance, (ii) how
the team rowing behavior is modeled, and (iii) the guidelines for
the development of a training protocol for rowing.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

Many devices have been developed for rowing training. The
most employed rowing simulator is the Concept2® ergometer
[4]. All rowing national federations around the world use it. The
athlete‟s physical skills are evaluated using this device. While it
is a good tool for the workout and the development of energetic
resources, it is not appropriate for rowing technique and team
training, since it does not allow the user to correctly reproduce
the real gesture. Other devices, Biorower [2] and Oartec [16]
for example, address this issue and are comfortable for the user,
but they only output the user overall performance (speed,
elapsed time, etc.), without deeply investigating the user‟s
movement and timing. Devices that are more complex than the
ones mentioned above are being developed by research
institutes, but are not on the market yet. Two examples are the
rowing simulator developed by the M3 lab of the
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule [5], and the simulator
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developed by the Ecole des Mines de Nantes [14]. The ETH
simulator is composed of a real boat immersed in a 3D virtual
environment projected onto four screens, where both visual and
acoustic feedback is provided to the user. Two cables pull the
oar shaft in order to replicate the resistance due to the
blade-water interaction. The EMN simulator is composed of a
light platform placed in front of a curved screen where a typical
rowing scenario is projected.
Each rowing federation has its own training protocol, focused
mostly on fitness training. Specific technique training sessions
are seldom performed separately, and are often the last part of
fitness training sessions. However, there are many databases of
technique training exercises. Rowing manuals [7, 13, 23] show
the typical technique errors of beginners and intermediate
rowers, and propose specific exercises in order to correct them.
The same stands for team rowing: specific training sessions
are not performed alone, but some typical errors have been
detected and specific exercises have been set up to correct them.
Poor synchronization between rowers causes additional
movements of the boat, including yawing, rolling and pitching
[25]. It produces a decrease of power output and a waste of
effort because of increased friction. All rowers have to learn
how to synchronize their movements with the others. Even
professional rowers have to learn this synchronization skill
when constituting a new team. For teaching how to synchronize
with a teammate, two possibilities are available to coaches: the
“natural” situation (out-doors on the boat) or the simulator
situation. The natural situation is mostly based on verbal
feedbacks provided by the coach, which is rarely precise enough
and producing an adequate level of synchronization takes time.
However, it is often used because rowers directly adjust their
movement in the natural environment. The second way uses the
rowing simulator. The disadvantage of simulators is that water
and boat movements are neglected or unrealistic, and it
sometimes requires an extra period of adaptation to adjust
inter-rower synchronization. However, more and more coaches
have realized that simulators can accelerate the learning of
synchronization. Simulators increase mechanical and visual
interaction between rowers, and may enhance crew
synchronization faster than in the natural context. In simulators,
rowers are often sitting side-by-side instead of front-to-back as
in a real boat. The interaction between rowers can be clearly felt
and seen, and for this reason may be increased. Minor
differences in coordination between crewmembers can thus be
eliminated on land more effectively than on water. Generally
speaking, however, the nature and frequency of synchronization
feedback are rather poor, and no experimental study has ever
validated their usefulness in the teaching of team rowing. This is
one goal of our rowing training system (see below).
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The rowing training system developed within the SKILLS
project is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of a mechanical
platform, a set of sensors, a system for data reading, elaborating
and storage, and a 40” LCD screen for visual feedback [18].

Fig. 1. The SKILLS rowing demonstrator

The sensors embedded in the system capture user‟s motion and
exerted forces. Acquired data are read and elaborated by the
software system, which also manages the storage and the
feedback to the user. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 2.
The mechanical platform allows users to reproduce the
out-door features of the rowing movements. Users of different
sizes can comfortably perform both sculling and sweep rowing
thanks to the regulation loops available. The resistance is
provided by two Concept2® ergometer energy dissipaters,
which allow replication of the same dependence of the resistant
force on the oar kinematics.
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Fig. 2. The system architecture

Oar kinematics is read by two encoders that provide feedback
about the position of the hands. The user‟s motion is then
completed by the measurement of the seat and the head position
respectively by means of an infrared position sensor and a
webcam. Only the forces on the oars‟ handles are captured.
They are obtained by directly measuring the torque on the shaft,
which bears the oar, and by an analytical model of the energy
dissipater [8].
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Data acquired are the input for an analytical model of the
racing boat, the hull, and the human models (see section 4). The
boat model gives, as output, the boat motion and the technique
efficiency. All data are then analyzed in order to obtain
measures of performance. Motion data are employed to evaluate
timing and coordination. Boat motion allows the estimation of
energy expenditure. User and boat motion as well as
performance analysis are further elaborated to give the user
suitable feedback.
The LCD screen displays a virtual environment (VE)
composed of a boat moving across a typical rowing scenario [8].
A rowing basin is surrounded by hills, the boat motion is
determined by the boat‟s analytical model output. The virtual
oars are synchronized with the real ones, while the point of view
follows the seat motion as it happens in a real boat. Adequate
performance indicators are superimposed on this scenario in
order to enhance the visual feedback to the user. In the
upper-left corner of the screen the boat speed, the stroke phase
timing, the pace, the last stroke energy input, the distance
covered, the last stroke technical efficiency, and the total
elapsed time are displayed. Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of typical
visual feedback.
IV.

DYNAMIC MODELS

Out-door rowing physics can be modeled focusing on the human
dynamics and the hull dynamics. The complexity of such
models is established by the degrees of freedom (DoFs) taken
into account and the level of detail chosen to model body-fluid
interaction. Various studies have attempted to model the human
body [10], [17], or the hull-water interaction [3, 15].
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In this paper the first model developed for the SKILLS
demonstrator is described and more detailed models are under
investigation. The model is composed of three dynamic models:
one for the boat, one for the human, and a last one for the oar.
Two main specifications underlie the model development.
Models have to detect and penalize the most important
technique errors, and they have to be simple enough to allow a
real-time simulation.
Since typical technique errors mainly influence the pitch of the
boat, we decided to neglect (for the moment) the sway, the roll,
and the yaw of the boat. This simplification is not seriously
detrimental for intermediate rowers, who are the main target of
the demonstrator. As a second hypothesis, we assume the rower
movements and exerted forces to be symmetric with respect to
the longitudinal symmetry plane of the boat. The same
assumption has been made for the Mola, Formaggia, and
Miglio [15] and Cabrera, Ruina, and Kleshnev [3] models, as
well as other models, and allows the development of 2D models
both for the human and hull dynamics. The second hypothesis
makes the model more suitable for a sculling crew instead of a
sweep rowing one. However, this kind of model allows the
simulation of both styles with good results [3]. Another
hypothesis has been introduced for a team rowing crew: all
teammates are synchronized. This hypothesis makes the model
unable to detect team coordination errors, and will be removed
in the next model. The advantage of such an hypothesis is that
all racing boats can be simulated in the same model, suitably
summing the teammates masses and adjusting hull and oar
parameters.
4.1 Hull model
The hull is considered as a three DoFs rigid body, the free body
diagram of the hull is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Hull's free body diagram

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the VE showing the water inside the simulated landscape
and the efficiency parameters plotted in the upper left part of the screen.

The largest part of the rowing dynamic models ([3] for
instance), takes into account only the surge of the boat, while the
related human models vary from a single mass moving relative
to the boat (as in [24]) to two-three DoFs models.

The hull DoFs are the surge X, the heave Z, and the pitch ψ.
The interaction of the rower with the hull is modeled by a force
P at the feet-footstretcher interface and a force Q on the seat,
which is supposed to be square to the seat guide. Since we
suppose both the rower and the hull to be symmetric respect to
the X-Z plane (Fig. 4), the left and right foot‟s actions on the
foot-stretcher have not been distinguished.
The interaction of the oars with the hull has been modeled by
means of the Tr and Tl forces. The sum of Tr and Tl has been
considered in the model, but Tr and Tl are separately obtained
by the measurement of the force on the two handles and may
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differ a little: this approximation will be removed in the next
models.
The hull-fluid interaction has been modeled by means of two
forces and a momentum. The A force is due to the Archimende‟s
effect, while the force R and the momentum Mflu take into
account all the resistant forces due to fluid-dynamics effects
such as the wave generation or the friction on the hull‟s wet
surface. While R is applied in the center of gravity of the hull, A
is applied in the floating center, which is updated step by step
during the simulation. R and Mflu depend both on the boat
velocity and on , RX dependence on is negligible [15].
The hull‟s dynamics are required to determine P, Q, and T in
order to solve the hull‟s dynamic equations in X, Z, and ψ. They
are determined by means of the human and the oar models.

the human dynamics allows the determination of P and Q as a
function of the hull DoFs.
4.3 Oar model
Oars have been modeled as a rigid bar without mass, stressed by
the user‟s force F, the blade water interaction force C and the
contact force at the oar-gate interface T. The free body diagram
of the oar is shown in Fig.6.

4.2 Human model
The human model is shown in
Fig. 5. It is composed of three rigid bodies representing the
calves, the thighs, and all the upper parts of the body (back, head
and arms are supposed to compose one rigid body). Feet are
supposed to be fixed with respect to the hull, while the pelvis
can slide along the hull‟s longitudinal axis.
Knees and ankles are modeled as rotational joints, therefore
the thighs-calves-pelvis compose a one DoF mechanism. The
upper part of the body is considered as framed to the pelvis.
Hence, such a model does not take into account the back
rotation and the arms movements with respect to the body. The
whole model has one DoF respect to the hull. Since the seat
displacement is measured, the human motion relative to the hull
is fully known. Each rigid body mass is supposed to be
concentrated in the center of gravity, without momentum of
inertia with respect to an axis passing through the center of
gravity.

Fig. 6. Oar free body diagram

The component of C on the X-Y plane Cd is supposed to be
square to the blade, this results from a simplified model of the
water-blade interaction. Once Cd direction is known, T is
determined by the oar balance.
4.4 Results
The equations of the three models are grouped in one set of
three equations, which is solved in real time. The inputs for such
equations are the body motion, the oar kinematics and the forces
on the handles. The output is the hull‟s motion.

Fig. 5. Human free body diagram

The models under investigation aims at removing the
symmetry hypothesis and introducing the back rotation. The
forces on the hands, whose sum is F, are measured: therefore,

Fig. 7. Hull velocity for a single scull
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This result is very similar to the ones found in literature [3]. The
profile (Fig. 7)shows how the inertial effect of the human
influence on the system dynamics: the hull reaches maximum
velocity during the recovery phase, that is, when the blades are
not immersed, but the rower moves toward the boat stern.

V.

MODELING TEAM ROWING

5.1 Physics models
The model described above does not take into account team
coordination errors: all mates are supposed to replicate the
user‟s gesture. In point of fact, the mates‟ misalignment
influences the boat dynamics, but its effect is not obvious. For
instance, in [12], it is advised to set different positions for the
bow and the stern rower in order to reduce the yaw moment due
to the different arms of the forces applied on the gates. Even in
the sculling boats the effects of a force profiles misalignment on
the hull secondary motions (all the motions but the surge)
should be analyzed.
However, we suppose the boat to be set-up in order to make a
perfect synchronization for the best performance for the crew.
Even rowing manuals [13] consider a perfect synchronization
to be the goal of the team rowing training, therefore, the training
protocol will be developed under such an assumption.
The next model will take into account different mates‟
behaviors in order to estimate the effect of missing
synchronization on the hull‟s motion.
5.2 Behavioral model
Previous researches have shown that the coordination between
rhythmic movements of two or more people can be understood
in terms of self-organized entrainment processes of coupled
oscillators (e.g. [20]). The behaviour of team rowing can be
modelled as a coupled-oscillators system where rhythmic
movements of each rower are considered as a series of
self-sustained oscillators and the multimodal information
interaction between them as a coupling function (e.g., [19]).
One important question to sort out is which part of the rower
movements has to be modelled. This question can be answered
by a simple task analysis. The goal of the rowing activity is to
move the boat as fast as possible. The only medium rowers use
to propel the boat is the oar. The whole intra-coordination
behaviour of each rower is focused to enhance the distal
movement of the oar. Therefore, the oar movements seem to be
the most relevant coupled oscillators to be modelled. We are
currently developing a simple model that describes the state of
the rowers‟ synchronization using the oar‟s movements. In this
model, the level of synchronization is characterized by the
relative phase of each oar‟s movement. Using the relative phase
of the oar‟s movement has three main interests. First, the team
rowing coordination can be easily characterized by a unique
low-dimensional variable. Second, the synchronization is very
precisely quantified by the spatio-temporal nature of the relative
phase variable (e.g. [22]). Third, the same level of precision is
available, regardless of the number rowers and thus, of oars.

VI.
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FEEDBACK FOR TRAINING

Many feedback channels are under investigation, in order to
find out the best accelerators for learning rowing skills. Visual,
acoustic, as well as haptic feedback can be useful for rowing
training, and it is worth analyzing their effectiveness as well as
the effectiveness of their combination. The most analyzed
channel is the visual feedback both for single and for team
rowing.
Fig. 3 shows an example of visual feedback for single rowing:
such a scenario will be enhanced for team rowing training.
6.1 Visual feedback about synchronization
In order to enhance the synchronization, team rowers need to
obtain a direct feedback about the level of synchronization
among them (e.g., Fig. 8). Fig. 8 is a Lissajous that directly
provides information about the team coordination. The abscissa
represents the position of the rower‟s oar and the ordinate
corresponds to the virtual (or real) team member‟s position. The
moving curve displays the movements of the rower‟s oar in
function of the team member‟s position. In fact, it simulates the
in-phase coordination average for four cycles [6]. During the
learning process the rower will be instructed to pick-up the
relevant information from his/her virtual (real) team member –
visual, acoustic and/or haptic information – so that the moving
curve matches as much as possible the bold straight line,
representing a pure synchronization between the rower and the
team member. The more the rower learns how to synchronize
with a team member, the more these two lines match with each
other. An ideal synchronization would depict only one line. This
kind of biofeedback has already been validated in motor
coordination learning in order to learn how to synchronize two
joints (for instance the coordination between the hip and the
ankle; see [6]).

Fig. 8. Example of visual feedback about the coordination between the rower
and a virtual partner. The moving curve is the visual feedback indicating the
constant coordination between rowers and the bold straight line represents the
perfect team rowing synchronization (in phase coordination between rowers).
Abscissa and ordinate are in degrees.
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Another type of feedback (closely related with the Lissajous
biofeedback), is the relative phase of the oar‟s movements
mentioned above. In the current development of the platform,
the simulator displays the continuous curve of the relative phase
of each oar‟s movements on the screen. The relative phase is
thus available in real time to each rower. In one experimental
validation of this type of feedback, the goal of the rowers is to
match their relative phase curves. Another validation being
considered is the display of the difference between the two (or
more) relative phases of the oar motion, providing a global
outcome of the crew synchronization. The purpose of each crew
member is to keep the global error curve as minimal as possible,
while preserving the general mechanical output. Using such a
“collective” visual feedback, we expect rowers to learn faster
than when using traditional training protocols of how to pick up
the relevant information concerning rower synchronization.
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

Submission of The dynamic models for this rowing training
system has been presented. The strategies to implement training
protocols for team rowing have been shown, in particular the
role of the visual feedback has been underlined for the training
of the team.
The next steps of the system development will be an
enhancement of the dynamics model and the definition of
training protocols. Additional information on this paper is
available at http://www.percro.org/papers/vric09row.
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